Discourses Of The Vanishing
Modernity Phantasm Japan
Getting the books Discourses Of The Vanishing Modernity
Phantasm Japan now is not type of challenging means. You
could not lonesome going similar to book increase or library or
borrowing from your friends to entry them. This is an no question
simple means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online
statement Discourses Of The Vanishing Modernity Phantasm
Japan can be one of the options to accompany you bearing in
mind having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. assume me, the e-book will extremely
spread you extra thing to read. Just invest tiny period to door this
on-line declaration Discourses Of The Vanishing Modernity
Phantasm Japan as capably as evaluation them wherever you
are now.

Nightmare Japan - Jay McRoy
2008-01-01
Over the last two decades,
Japanese filmmakers have
produced some of the most
important and innovative works
of cinematic horror. At once
visually arresting,
philosophically complex, and
politically charged, films by
directors like Tsukamoto
Shinya (Tetsuo: The Iron Man
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

[1988] and Tetsuo II: Body
Hammer [1992]), Sato
Hisayasu (Muscle [1988] and
Naked Blood [1995]) Kurosawa
Kiyoshi (Cure [1997], Séance
[2000], and Kaïro [2001]),
Nakata Hideo (Ringu [1998],
Ringu II [1999], and Dark
Water [2002]), and Miike
Takashi (Audition [1999] and
Ichi the Killer [2001])
continually revisit and redefine
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the horror genre in both its
Japanese and global contexts.
In the process, these and other
directors of contemporary
Japanese horror film
consistently contribute exciting
and important new visions,
from postmodern reworkings of
traditional avenging spirit
narratives to groundbreaking
works of cinematic terror that
position depictions of radical or
‘monstrous’ alterity/hybridity
as metaphors for larger sociopolitical concerns, including
shifting gender roles,
reconsiderations of the
importance of the extended
family as a social institution,
and reconceptualisations of the
very notion of cultural and
national boundaries.
Islands of Discontent - Laura
Elizabeth Hein 2003
Examining contemporary
Okinawan culture, politics, and
historical memory, this book
traces the dynamic
reconstruction and reframing
of Okinawan identity. The
contributors explore the
cultural and political
expression that has flowered in
the past decade with the
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

vigorous growth of local
museums and memorials and of
the popularity of distinctive
Okinawan music and literature,
as well as of political
movements targeting both U.S.
military bases and Japanese
national policy on ecological,
developmental, and equity
grounds. A key strategy has
been the mobilization of
historical memory, particularly
recalling the violent
subordination of Okinawan
interests to those of the
Japanese and American
wartime and occupation
governments. With its
intertwining themes of
memory, nationality, ethnicity,
and cultural conflict in
contemporary society, the book
will be valuable reading for
scholars and students across
the social sciences and
humanities.
Making Japanese Heritage Christoph Brumann 2009-12-16
This book examines the making
of heritage in contemporary
Japan, investigating the ways
in which particular objects,
practices and institutions are
ascribed public recognition and
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political significance. Through
detailed ethnographic and
historical case studies, it
analyses the social, economic,
and even global political
dimensions of cultural
heritage. It shows how claims
to heritage status in Japan
stress different material
qualities of objects, places and
people - based upon their ages,
originality and usage.
Following on an introduction
that thoroughly assesses the
field, the ethnographic and
historiographic case studies
range from geisha; noh masks;
and the tea ceremony; urban
architecture; automata; a
utopian commune and the sites
of Mitsubishi company history.
They examine how their
heritage value is made and remade, and appraise the
construction of heritage in
cases where the heritage value
resides in the very substance of
the object’s material
composition - for example, in
architecture, landscapes and
designs - and show how the
heritage industry adds values
to existing assets: such as
sacredness, urban charm or
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

architectural and ethnic
distinctiveness. The book
questions the interpretation of
material heritage as an
enduring expression of social
relations, aesthetic values and
authenticity which, once
conferred, undergoes no
subsequent change, and
standard dismissals of heritage
as merely a tool for enshrining
the nation; supporting the
powerful; fostering nostalgic
escapism; or advancing
capitalist exploitation. Finally,
it considers the role of people
as agents of heritage
production, and analyses the
complexity of the relationships
between people and objects.
This book is a rigorous
assessment of how conceptions
of Japanese heritage have been
forged, and provides a wealth
of evidence that questions
established assumptions on the
nature and social roles of
heritage.
Asian Futures, Asian Traditions
- Edwina Palmer 2021-10-01
Asian Futures, Asian Traditions
is a collection of conference
papers by scholars of Asian
Studies, who explore the topics
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of continuity and change in
Asian societies through essays
in history, politics, gender
studies, language, literature,
film, performance and music.
The Representation of Japanese
Politics in Manga - Roman
Rosenbaum 2020-10-29
This edited volume explores
political motives, discourses
and agendas in Japanese
manga and graphic art with the
objective of highlighting the
agency of Japanese and wider
Asian story-telling traditions
within the context of global
political traditions. Highly
illustrated chapters presented
here investigate the
multifaceted relationship
between Japan’s political
storytelling practices, media
and bureaucratic discourse, as
played out between both the
visual arts and modern popcultural authors. From
pioneering cartoonist Tezuka
Osamu, contemporary manga
artists such as Kotobuki
Shiriagari and Fumiyo Kōno, to
videogames and everyday
merchandise, a wealth of
source material is analysed
using cross-genre techniques.
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

Furthermore, the book resists
claims that manga, unlike the
bandes dessinées and
American superhero comic
traditions, is apolitical. On the
contrary, contributors
demonstrate that manga and
the mediality of graphic arts
have begun to actively
incorporate political
discourses, undermining
hegemonic cultural constructs
that support either the status
quo, or emerging brands of
neonationalism in Japanese
society. The Representation of
Politics in Manga will be a
dynamic resource for students
and scholars of Japanese
studies, media and popular
cultural studies, as well as
practitioners in the graphic
arts.
Japanese Women and Sport Robin Kietlinski 2011-12-01
This book is available as open
access through the Bloomsbury
Open Access programme and is
available on
www.bloomsburycollections.co
m. In 'Japanese Women and
Sport', Robin Kietlinski sets out
to problematize the hegemonic
image of the delicate Japanese
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woman, highlighting an
overlooked area in the history
of modern Japan. Previous
studies of gender in the
Japanese context do not
explore the history of female
participation in sport, and
recent academic studies of
women and sport tend to focus
on Western countries.
Kietlinski locates the
discussion of Japanese women
in sport within a larger East
Asian context and considers
the socio-economic position
and history of modern Japan.
Reaching from the early 20th
century to the present day,
Kietlinski traces the
progression of Japanese
women's participation in sport
from the first female school for
physical education and the
foundations of competitive
sport through to their growing
presence in the Olympics and
international sport.
Discourses of the Vanishing
- Marilyn Ivy 1995-06-15
Japan today is haunted by the
ghosts its spectacular
modernity has generated. Deep
anxieties about the potential
loss of national identity and
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

continuity disturb many in
Japan, despite widespread
insistence that it has remained
culturally intact. In this
provocative conjoining of
ethnography, history, and
cultural criticism, Marilyn Ivy
discloses these anxieties—and
the attempts to contain
them—as she tracks what she
calls the vanishing:
marginalized events, sites, and
cultural practices suspended at
moments of impending
disappearance. Ivy shows how
a fascination with cultural
margins accompanied the
emergence of Japan as a
modern nation-state. This
fascination culminated in the
early twentieth-century
establishment of Japanese
folklore studies and its
attempts to record the spectral,
sometimes violent, narratives
of those margins. She then
traces the obsession with the
vanishing through a range of
contemporary reconfigurations:
efforts by remote communities
to promote themselves as
nostalgic sites of authenticity,
storytelling practices as signs
of premodern presence, mass
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travel campaigns, recallings of
the dead by blind mediums,
and itinerant, kabuki-inspired
populist theater.
Manga Discourse in Japan
Theatre - Fukushima
2005-03-24
During the Japanese 'bubble'
economy of the 1980's, the
youth of Japan began to exert
unprecedented influence on
Japanese culture through their
spirited patronage of certain
art forms previously deemed
subcultural or avant-garde.
Among these were manga
(Japanese comics or animation)
and shogekijo (Japanese little
theater). These art forms, while
very unlike in the manner in
which they were produced and
disseminated, can be shown to
exhibit a common language:
manga discourse. This
discourse presents the ludic,
image-oriented, and seemingly
infantile but simultaneously
transhistorical language. The
range and meaning of these
discursive forms as they are
related to changes in the forms
of shogekijo in Japan between
the 1960's and the 1980's are
explored here, using the work
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

of Noda Hideki and his troupe
Yume no Yuminsha as
example.Founded in the early
70's in the dark recesses of the
University of Tokyo, Noda's
troupe blossomed into a major
component of the theater boom
of the bright leisure-oriented
80's. The question which
Noda's theater raises for those
who seek to define Japan's
modernization in the arts is
how something defined as
instinctively 'little' could
become so big? In line with its
predecessors in the avantgarde movements of the 1960's
and 70's, the 1980's shogekijo
borrowed from popular theater
of the pre-modern period, in
reaction to the western - and
script-oriented shingeki, and
from modern comedy in early
twentieth century Japan.But
unlike its avant-garde
predecessors, it eschewed
direct political confrontation
with the power holders and
consciously sought to expand
its audiences through
capitalistic means. Japanese
youth born in the postwar
generation could be led to
appreciate the anti-shingeki
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message of shogekkijo, Noda
predicted, only if it could be
put in the playful and fantastic
language of manga discourse.
In some ways, this
counterintuitive movement to
youth subculture fulfilled
shogekijo's mission to return
theater to its Japanese roots
and thereby complete the
process of a truly Japanese
modernization in the arts.
Overcoming Modernity Richard Calichman 2008
In the summer of 1942 Japan's
leading cultural authorities
gathered in Tokyo to discuss
the massive cultural,
technological, and intellectual
changes that had transformed
Japan since the Meiji period.
They feared that without a
sufficient understanding of
these developments, the
Japanese people would lose
their identity to the reckless
and rapid process of
modernization. The
participants of this symposium
hoped to settle the question of
Japanese cultural identity at a
time when their country was
already at war with England
and the United States. They
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

presented papers and held
roundtable discussions
analyzing the effects of
modernity from the diverse
perspectives of literature,
history, theology, film, music,
philosophy, and science. Taken
together, their work represents
a complex portrait of
intellectual discourse in
wartime Japan, marked not
only by a turn toward fascism
but also by a profound sense of
cultural crisis and anxiety.
Overcoming Modernity is the
first English translation of the
symposium proceedings.
Originally published in 1942,
this material remains one of
the most valuable documents of
wartime Japanese intellectual
history. Richard F. Calichman
reproduces the entire
proceedings and includes a
critical introduction that
provides thorough background
of the symposium and its
reception among postwar
Japanese thinkers and critics.
The aim of this conference was
to go beyond facile and
unreflective discussions
concerning Japan's new
spiritual order and examine
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more substantially the
phenomenon of Japanese
modernization and
westernization. This does not
mean, however, that a
consensus was reached among
the symposium's participants.
Their tense debate reflects the
problematic efforts within
Japan, if not throughout the
rest of the world at the time, to
resolve the troubling issues of
modernity.
Sacred High City, Sacred Low
City - Steven Heine 2012
The author argues that lived
religion in Japan functions as
an integral part of daily life;
any apparent lack of interest
masks a fundamental
commitment to participating
regularly in diverse, though
diffused, religious practices.
The book uses case studies of
religious sites at two
representative but contrasting
Tokyo neighborhoods as a basis
for reflecting on this
apparently contradictory
quality.
The Force of Domesticity Rhacel Salazar Parreñas
2008-08-10
The Force of Domesticity offers
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

fresh perspectives on the
complex linkages of gender and
globalization that connect the
world today. Through a multisite analysis of Filipino women,
Parreas shows how
domesticity, remittances, and
NGO and state-imposed notions
of morality conspire to create
new structures of inequalities
and opportunities for
transnational migrant women. -Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo,
author of Domestica Taking as
her subjects migrant Filipina
domestic workers in Rome and
Los Angeles, transnational
migrant families in the
Philippines, and Filipina
migrant entertainers in Tokyo,
Parreas documents the social,
cultural, and political pressures
that maintain womens
domesticity in migration, as
well as the ways migrant
women and their children
negotiate these adversities.
Parreas examines the
underlying constructions of
gender in neoliberal state
regimes, export-oriented
economies such as that of the
Philippines, protective
migration laws, and the actions
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and decisions of migrant
Filipino women in maintaining
families and communities,
raising questions about gender
relations, the status of women
in globalization, and the
meanings of greater
consumptive power that
migration garners for women.
The Force of Domesticity
starkly illustrates how the
operation of globalization
enforces notions of womens
domesticity and creates
contradictory messages about
womens place in society,
simultaneously pushing women
inside and outside the home.
Imagined Histories - Anthony
Molho 2018-06-05
This collection of essays by
twenty-one distinguished
American historians reflects on
a peculiarly American way of
imagining the past. At a time
when history-writing has
changed dramatically, the
authors discuss the birth and
evolution of historiography in
this country, from its origins in
the late nineteenth century
through its present, more
cosmopolitan character. In the
book's first part, concerning
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

recent historiography, are
chapters on exceptionalism,
gender, economic history,
social theory, race, and
immigration and
multiculturalism. Authors are
Daniel Rodgers, Linda Kerber,
Naomi Lamoreaux, Dorothy
Ross, Thomas Holt, and Philip
Gleason. The three American
centuries are discussed in the
second part, with chapters by
Gordon Wood, George
Fredrickson, and James
Patterson. The third part is a
chronological survey of nonAmerican histories, including
that of Western civilization,
ancient history, the middle
ages, early modern and modern
Europe, Russia, and Asia.
Contributors are Eugen Weber,
Richard Saller, Gabrielle
Spiegel, Anthony Molho, Philip
Benedict, Richard Kagan, Keith
Baker, Joseph Zizak, Volker
Berghahn, Charles Maier,
Martin Malia, and Carol Gluck.
Together, these scholars reveal
the unique perspective
American historians have
brought to the past of their
own nation as well as that of
the world. Formerly writing
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from a conviction that America
had a singular destiny,
American historians have
gradually come to share
viewpoints of historians in
other countries about which
they write. The result is the
virtual disappearance of what
was a distinctive American
voice. That voice is the subject
of this book.
Inexorable Modernity - Hiroshi
Nara 2007-02-16
The book represents a
compilation of case studies
about Japanese intellectuals'
relationships to modernity in
three majors arenas of art (art
and aesthetics, theater, and
literature) beginning in the
1850s to the 1970s. It
discusses how inevitable wave
of modernity was responded to,
discussed, assimilated,
changed by some of the most
notable practitioners of art and
intellectuals in Japan during
this period.
Redacted - Jonathan E. Abel
2012-08-18
“Redacted is a major work of
original scholarship and a
signal critical accomplishment.
With impressive daring and
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

persistence, Jonathan Abel has
investigated rarely used
archives to open a body of
materials virtually unknown to
English-language readers. This
is a stunning achievement, and
it is sure to change the
landscape of Japanese literary
studies.” - Marilyn Ivy, author
of Discourses of the Vanishing:
Modernity, Phantasm, Japan “A
masterful blending of incisive,
close textual analysis, subtle
situating of literary texts in
their historical moments,
attention to the very
materiality of book culture,
Redacted is a truly original
thinking about how literature is
formed and malformed,
written, received, and read,
under the pressure of
censorship. It does nothing less
than reveal a complex but
hidden history of modern
Japanese literature. A thrilling
example of literary historical
scholarship that combines the
palpable excitement of archival
work and the elucidating
intensity of close reading.” Alan Tansman, author of The
Aesthetics of Japanese Fascism
Transcultural Japan - David
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Blake Willis 2007-11-27
Transcultural Japan provides a
critical examination of being
Other in Japan. Portraying the
multiple intersections of race,
ethnicity, class, and gender,
the book suggests ways in
which the transcultural
borderlands of Japan reflect
globalization in this island
nation. The authors show the
diversity of Japan from the
inside, revealing an
extraordinarily complex new
society in sharp contrast to the
persistent stereotypical images
held of a regimented,
homogeneous Japan. Unsettling
as it may be, there are
powerful arguments here for
looking at the meanings of
globalization in Japan through
these diverse communities and
individuals. These are not
harmonious, utopian
communities by any means, as
they are formed in contexts,
both global and local, of
unequal power relations. Yet it
is also clear that the multiple
processes associated with
globalization lead to larger
hybridizations, a global
mélange of socio-cultural,
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

political, and economic forces
and the emergence of what
could be called trans-local
Creolized cultures.
Transcultural Japan reports
regional, national, and
cosmopolitan movements.
Characterized by global flows,
hybridity, and networks, this
book documents Japan’s new
lived experiences and rapid
metamorphosis. Accessible and
engaging, this broad-based
volume is an attractive and
useful resource for students of
Japanese culture and society,
as well as being a timely and
revealing contribution to
research scholars and for those
interested in race, ethnicity,
cultural identities and
transformations.
Pandemonium and Parade Michael Dylan Foster 2009
Monsters known as yōkai have
long haunted the Japanese
cultural landscape. This history
of the strange and mysterious
in Japan seeks out these
creatures in folklore,
encyclopedias, literature, art,
science, games, manga,
magazines and movies,
exploring their meanings in the
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Japanese imagination over
three centuries.
Redacted - Jonathan Abel
2012-09-13
At the height of state
censorship in Japan, more
indexes of banned books
circulated, more essays on
censorship were published,
more works of illicit erotic and
proletarian fiction were
produced, and more passages
were Xed out than at any other
moment before or since. As
censors construct and maintain
their own archives, their acts
of suppression yield another
archive, filled with documents
on, against, and in favor of
censorship. The extant archive
of the Japanese imperial censor
(1923-1945) and the archive of
the Occupation censor
(1945-1952) stand as tangible
reminders of this contradictory
function of censors. As censors
removed specific genres,
topics, and words from
circulation, some Japanese
writers converted their
offensive rants to innocuous
fluff after successive
encounters with the
authorities. But, another
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

coterie of editors,
bibliographers, and writers
responded to censorship by
pushing back, using their
encounters with suppression as
incitement to rail against the
authorities and to appeal to the
prurient interests of their
readers. This study examines
these contradictory
relationships between
preservation, production, and
redaction to shed light on the
dark valley attributed to
wartime culture and to cast a
shadow on the supposedly
bright, open space of free
postwar discourse. (Winner of
the 2010-2011 First Book
Award of the Weatherhead
East Asian Institute, Columbia
University" ).
Rakugo - Lorie Brau 2008
Rakugo introduces the
storytelling genre of Edo-style
rakugo as performed around
the turn of the twenty-first
century, focusing on the
performers' image, training,
and techniques and the art's
contexts and audiences. Brau
argues that, while storytellers'
goal of making a hit with
audiences sustains the art's
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vitality, rakugo has come to
represent something more than
simply popular entertainment:
it is also regarded as the
cultural heritage to which some
Japanese may turn in a
nostalgic search for identity.
Traditions in World Cinema
- Linda Badley 2006
The core volume in the
Traditions in World Cinema
series, this book brings
together a colourful and wideranging collection of world
cinematic traditions - national,
regional and global - all of
which are in need of
introduction, investigation and,
in some cases, critical
reassessment. Topics include:
German expressionism, Italian
neorealism, French New Wave,
British new wave, Czech new
wave, Danish Dogma, postCommunist cinema, Brazilian
post-Cinema Novo, new
Argentine cinema, prerevolutionary African
traditions, Israeli persecution
films, new Iranian cinema,
Hindi film songs, Chinese
wenyi.
Becoming Japanese - Leo T.
S. Ching 2001-06-30
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

In 1895 Japan acquired Taiwan
as its first formal colony after a
resounding victory in the SinoJapanese war. For the next fifty
years, Japanese rule devastated
and transformed the entire
socioeconomic and political
fabric of Taiwanese society. In
Becoming Japanese, Leo Ching
examines the formation of
Taiwanese political and
cultural identities under the
dominant Japanese colonial
discourse of assimilation (dôka)
and imperialization (kôminka)
from the early 1920s to the end
of the Japanese Empire in
1945. Becoming Japanese
analyzes the ways in which the
Taiwanese struggled,
negotiated, and collaborated
with Japanese colonialism
during the cultural practices of
assimilation and
imperialization. It chronicles a
historiography of colonial
identity formations that
delineates the shift from a
collective and heterogeneous
political horizon into a personal
and inner struggle of
"becoming Japanese."
Representing Japanese
colonialism in Taiwan as a
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topography of multiple
associations and identifications
made possible through the
triangulation of imperialist
Japan, nationalist China, and
colonial Taiwan, Ching
demonstrates the irreducible
tension and contradiction
inherent in the formations and
transformations of colonial
identities. Throughout the
colonial period, Taiwanese
elites imagined and
constructed China as a
discursive space where various
forms of cultural identification
and national affiliation were
projected. Successfully
bridging history and literary
studies, this bold and
imaginative book rethinks the
history of Japanese rule in
Taiwan by radically expanding
its approach to colonial
discourses.
Travel As Metaphor Georges Van Den Abbeele 1992
Contient un chapitre sur la
notion de voyage chez JeanJacques Rousseau.
Japanese Language, Gender,
and Ideology - Shigeko
Okamoto 2004-10-28
Japanese Language, Gender
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

and Ideology is a collection of
previously unpublished articles
by established as well as
promising young scholars in
Japanese language and gender
studies. The contributors to
this edited volume argue that
traditional views of language in
Japan are cultural constructs
created by policy makers and
linguists, and that Japanese
society in general, and
language use in particular, are
much more diverse and
heterogeneous than previously
understood. This volume brings
together studies that
substantially advance our
understanding of the
relationship between Japanese
language and gender, with
particular focus on examining
local linguistic practices in
relation to dominant ideologies.
Topics studies include gender
and politeness, the history of
language policy, language and
Japanese romance novels and
fashion magazines, bar talk,
dictionary definitions, and the
use of first-person pronouns.
The volume will substantially
advance the agenda of this
field, and will be of interest to
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sociolinguists, anthropologists,
sociologists, and scholars of
Japan and Japanese.
Discourses of the Vanishing
- Marilyn Ivy 2010-02-15
Japan today is haunted by the
ghosts its spectacular
modernity has generated. Deep
anxieties about the potential
loss of national identity and
continuity disturb many in
Japan, despite widespread
insistence that it has remained
culturally intact. In this
provocative conjoining of
ethnography, history, and
cultural criticism, Marilyn Ivy
discloses these anxieties—and
the attempts to contain
them—as she tracks what she
calls the vanishing:
marginalized events, sites, and
cultural practices suspended at
moments of impending
disappearance. Ivy shows how
a fascination with cultural
margins accompanied the
emergence of Japan as a
modern nation-state. This
fascination culminated in the
early twentieth-century
establishment of Japanese
folklore studies and its
attempts to record the spectral,
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

sometimes violent, narratives
of those margins. She then
traces the obsession with the
vanishing through a range of
contemporary reconfigurations:
efforts by remote communities
to promote themselves as
nostalgic sites of authenticity,
storytelling practices as signs
of premodern presence, mass
travel campaigns, recallings of
the dead by blind mediums,
and itinerant, kabuki-inspired
populist theater.
The Politics of Time in
China and Japan - Viren
Murthy 2022-06-24
Drawing on a wide range of
texts and using an
interdisciplinary approach, this
volume shows how Chinese and
Japanese intellectuals
mobilized the past to create a
better future. It is especially
significant today given a world
where, amidst tensions within
Asia and the rise of China, East
Asian intellectuals and
governments constantly find
new political meanings in their
traditions. The essays
illuminate how throughout
Chinese and Japanese history,
thinkers constantly weaved
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together nationalism,
internationalism and a politics
of time. This volume explores a
broad range of subjects such as
premodern and early modern
attempts to conjure a politics of
Confucianism, twentiethcentury Japanese Marxist
interpretations of Buddhism
and Japanese and Chinese
endeavors to imagine a new
world order. In sum, this book
shows us why understanding
East Asian pasts are essential
to making sense of ideological
trends in contemporary China
and Japan. For example,
without understanding
Confucianism and how modern
intellectuals in China grappled
with this body of thought, we
would be unable to make sense
of the Chinese government’s
current promotion of the
Chinese classics. This book will
interest students and scholars
of political science, history,
Asian studies, sociology and
philosophy.
Japan at the Millennium - David
W. Edgington 2003
Japan today is at an important
historical juncture. Buffeted in
recent years by rapid
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

economic, social, and political
change, yet still very much
steeped in custom and history,
the nation has become an
amalgam of the traditional and
the modern. As a result, the
country has become
increasingly difficult to
categorize: How are we to
represent today's Japan
effectively, and fairly predict
its future? This critical, multidisciplinary collection explores
the convergence of past and
future in contemporary Japan.
Contributors comment on a
wide range of economic, sociocultural, and political trends-such as the mobilization of
Japanese labour, the
burgeoning Ainu identity
movement, and the shifting
place of the modern woman-and conclude that despite the
rapid changes, many of the
traditional facets of Japanese
society have remained intact,
institutional change, they
assert, is unlikely to occur
quickly, and Japan must find
alternate ways to adjust to
twenty-first-century pressures
of global competition and
interdependence. A pleasure to
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read, this broad volume will be
welcomed by upper-level
undergraduates, graduates,
and specialists in Japanese
studies.
Traveling Texts and the Work
of Afro-Japanese Cultural
Production - William H.
Bridges, IV 2015-06-24
This book analyzes the complex
conversations taking place in
texts of all sorts traveling
between Africans, African
diasporas, and Japanese across
disciplinary, geographic, racial,
ethnic, and cultural borders.
Mass Media, Consumerism and
National Identity in Postwar
Japan - Martyn David Smith
2018-04-05
Mass Media, Consumerism and
National Identity in Postwar
Japan addresses Japan's
evolving nationalism and
national identity in relation to
its newly rising consumerism
during the two decades from
1952 to 1972, through a study
of the transformation of the
print media and the market for
weekly and monthly magazines.
Martyn Smith argues that the
transformation of the print
media in the 1950s and 1960s
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

expanded the possibilities for
social, individual and national
identities in Japan. From the
late 1950s, the growth in the
market for weekly magazines
was fuelled by the huge
potential for advertising
revenue, the rapid
development of the Japanese
economy, and the necessity for
the growth of a consumer
society. This resulted in the
merging of national identity
with individual subjectivity –
which this book describes as
'national subjectivity' – as the
Japanese media promoted
individual consumption to aid
the recovery of the Japanese
nation as a whole. Examining
housewife magazines such as
Fujin Koron, Fujin no Tomo and
Fujin Gaho, as well as news
magazines such as Mainichi
Graph and Asahi Graph, and
publications aimed at young
people – Shukan Heibon and
Heibon Punch – Smith shows
how the relationship of
nationalism to everyday life is
best understood by taking into
account the changing nature of
consumption in the period. By
presenting an alternative to the
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traditional 'top-down' narrative
of state-driven economic
nationalism, this book
therefore makes a unique
contribution to the study of
postwar Japanese history and
Japanese nationalism.
Trans-Pacific Relations - Rupert
Eric Davies 2003
A broad-based examination of
Western-Asian relations, using
cultural, economic,
demographic, and intellectual
approaches to explore military
and diplomatic themes.
Japanese New York - Olga
Kanzaki Sooudi 2014-10-31
Spend time in New York City
and, soon enough, you will
encounter some of the
Japanese nationals who live
and work there—young English
students, office workers,
painters, and hairstylists. New
York City, one of the world’s
most vibrant and creative
cities, is also home to one of
the largest overseas Japanese
populations in the world.
Among them are artists and
designers who produce cuttingedge work in fields such as
design, fashion, music, and art.
Part of the so-called “creative
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

class” and a growing segment
of the neoliberal economy, they
are usually middle-class and
college-educated. They move to
New York for anywhere from a
few years to several decades in
the hope of realizing dreams
and aspirations unavailable to
them in Japan. Yet the creative
careers they desire are
competitive, and many end up
working illegally in precarious,
low paying jobs. Though they
often migrate without fixed
plans for return, nearly all
eventually do, and their
migrant trajectories are
punctuated by visits home.
Japanese New York offers an
intimate, ethnographic portrait
of these Japanese creative
migrants living and working in
NYC. At its heart is a universal
question—how do adults
reinvent their lives? In the
absence of any material or
social need, what makes it
worthwhile for people to
abandon middle-class comfort
and home for an unfamiliar and
insecure life? Author Olga
Sooudi explores these
questions in four different
venues patronized by New
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York’s Japanese: a grocery
store and restaurant, where
hopeful migrants work parttime as they pursue their
ambitions; a fashion designer’s
atelier and an art gallery, both
sites of migrant aspirations. As
Sooudi’s migrant artists toil
and network, biding time until
they “make it” in their chosen
industries, their optimism is
complicated by the material
and social limitations of their
lives. The story of Japanese
migrants in NYC is both a story
about Japan and a way of
examining Japan from beyond
its borders. The Japanese
presence abroad, a dynamic
process involving the moving,
settling, and return to Japan of
people and their cultural
products, is still
underexplored. Sooudi’s work
will help fill this lacuna and
will contribute to international
migration studies, to the study
of contemporary Japanese
culture and society, and to the
study of Japanese youth, while
shedding light on what it
means to be a creative migrant
worker in the global city today.
The Organization of Craft Work
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

- Emma Bell 2018-08-06
This edited book focuses on the
organization and meaning of
craft work in contemporary
society. It considers the
relationship between craft and
place and how this enables the
construction of a meaningful
relationship with objects of
production and consumption.
The book explores the
significance of raw materials,
the relationship between the
body, the crafted object and
the mind, and the importance
of skill, knowledge and
learning in the making process.
Through this, it raises
important questions about the
role of craft in facing future
challenges by challenging the
logic of globalized production
and consumption. The
Organization of Craft Work
encompasses international
analyses from the United
States, France, Italy, Australia,
Canada, the UK and Japan
involving a diverse range of
sectors, including brewing,
food and wine production,
clothing and shoe making, and
perfumery. The book will be of
interest to students and
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academic researchers in
organization studies, marketing
and consumer behaviour,
business ethics,
entrepreneurship, sociology of
work, human resource
management, cultural studies,
geography, and fashion and
design. In addition, the book
will be of interest to
practitioners and organizations
with an interest in the
development and promotion of
craft work.
Robo Sapiens Japanicus Jennifer Robertson 2018
Japan is arguably the first
postindustrial society to
embrace the prospect of
human-robot coexistence. Over
the past decade, Japanese
humanoid robots designed for
use in homes, hospitals, offices,
and schools have become
celebrated in mass and social
media throughout the world. In
Robo sapiens japanicus,
Jennifer Robertson casts a
critical eye on press releases
and public relations videos that
misrepresent robots as being
as versatile and agile as their
science fiction counterparts.
An ethnography and
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

sociocultural history of
governmental and academic
discourse of human-robot
relations in Japan, this book
explores how actual
robots—humanoids, androids,
and animaloids—are
“imagineered” in ways that
reinforce the conventional
sex/gender system and
political-economic status quo.
In addition, Robertson
interrogates the notion of
human exceptionalism as she
considers whether “civil rights”
should be granted to robots.
Similarly, she juxtaposes how
robots and robotic
exoskeletons reinforce a
conception of the “normal”
body with a deconstruction of
the much-invoked Theory of the
Uncanny Valley.
Hiroshima Traces - Lisa
Yoneyama 1999-05-16
Remembering Hiroshima is a
complicated and highly
politicized process. This book
explores some unconventional
texts and dimensions of culture
involved, including history
textbook controversies, tourism
and urban renewal projects,
campaigns to preserve atomic
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ruins and survivor testimonials.
A Companion to the
Anthropology of Japan Jennifer Robertson 2008-03-10
This book is an unprecedented
collection of 29 original essays
by some of the world’s most
distinguished scholars of Japan.
Covers a broad range of issues,
including the colonial roots of
anthropology in the Japanese
academy; eugenics and nation
building; majority and minority
cultures; genders and
sexualities; and fashion and
food cultures Resists stale and
misleading stereotypes, by
presenting new perspectives on
Japanese culture and society
Makes Japanese society
accessible to readers
unfamiliar with the country
Wearing Cultural Styles in
Japan - Christopher S.
Thompson 2012-02-01
Explores how tradition and
modernity coexist in regional
Japan, arguing that the
rural/urban dichotomy is
outmoded for understanding
this contemporary society.
Schoolgirls, Money and
Rebellion in Japan - Sharon
Kinsella 2013-11-07
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

Japanese society in the 1990s
and 2000s produced a range of
complicated material about
sexualized schoolgirls, and few
topics have caught the
imagination of western
observers so powerfully. While
young Japanese girls had
previously been portrayed as
demure and obedient, in
training to become the
obedient wife and prudent
mother, in recent years less
than demure young women
have become central to urban
mythology and the content of
culture. The cultic fascination
with the figure of a deviant
school girl, which has some of
its earliest roots in the
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, likewise re-emerged
and proliferated in fascinating
and timely ways in the 1990s
and 2000s. Through exploring
the history and politics
underlying the cult of girls in
contemporary Japanese media
and culture, this book presents
a striking picture of
contemporary Japanese society
from the 1990s to the start of
the 2010s. At its core is an indepth case study of the media
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delight and panic surrounding
delinquent prostitute
schoolgirls. Sharon Kinsella
traces this social panic back to
male anxieties relating to
gender equality and female
emancipation in Japan. In each
chapter in turn, the book
reveals the conflicted,
nostalgic, pornographic, and at
times distinctly racialized
manner, in which largely male
sentiments about this
transformation of gender
relations have been expressed.
The book simultaneously
explores the stylistic and
flamboyant manner in which
young women have reacted to
the weight of an obsessive and
accusatory male media gaze.
Covering the often
controversial subjects of
compensated dating (enjo
kôsai), the role of porn and
lifestyle magazines, the
historical sources and
politicized social meanings of
the schoolgirl, and the
racialization of fashionable
girls, Schoolgirls, Money,
Rebellion in Japan will be
invaluable to students and
scholars of Japanese culture
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

and society, sociology,
anthropology, gender and
women's studies.
Popularizing Japanese TV Hakan Ergül 2018-10-26
Over the past years, the view
has emerged that Japanese TV
is dominated by an
infotainment mode of
discourse. The book extends
this view, detailing and
interpreting the cultural,
economic, and emotional
dimensions of this
communication phenomenon
from an ethnographic
perspective. It examines the
complex ways in which
infotainment works in an
advanced capitalist society. As
such, this is more than a book
about Japan; it is a work that
fits within media ethnography
and cultural studies, and
appeals to readers interested
in the question of how
television, at the heart of the
global media stream,
successfully turns into a
persuasive, intimate, and
powerful member of a
televisual audience-family
through carefully engineered
televisual discourses,
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linguistic/non-linguistic
component, audiovisual
strategies, and economic and
cultural elements. Drawing on
ethnographic observations in
TV stations in two major cities,
Sendai and Tokyo, the book
reveals several essential
components embedded within
infotainment discourse. Thus,
this book not only provides a
panoramic picture of a core
phenomenon in Japanese
broadcasting since the 2000s
but also discusses how both
cultural discourses and
economic considerations
influence contemporary
television broadcasting.
A History of Japanese
Theatre - Jonah Salz
2016-07-14
Japan boasts one of the world's
oldest, most vibrant and most
influential performance
traditions. This accessible and
complete history provides a
comprehensive overview of
Japanese theatre and its
continuing global influence.
Written by eminent
international scholars, it spans
the full range of dance-theatre
genres over the past fifteen
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

hundred years, including noh
theatre, bunraku puppet
theatre, kabuki theatre,
shingeki modern theatre,
rakugo storytelling, vanguard
butoh dance and media
experimentation. The first part
addresses traditional genres,
their historical trajectories and
performance conventions. Part
II covers the spectrum of new
genres since Meiji (1868–), and
Parts III to VI provide
discussions of playwriting,
architecture, Shakespeare, and
interculturalism, situating
Japanese elements within their
global theatrical context.
Beautifully illustrated with
photographs and prints, this
history features interviews with
key modern directors, an
overview of historical
scholarship in English and
Japanese, and a timeline. A
further reading list covers a
range of multimedia resources
to encourage further
explorations.
Dancing with the Dead Christopher T. Nelson
2008-11-21
Challenging conventional
understandings of time and
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memory, Christopher T. Nelson
examines how contemporary
Okinawans have contested,
appropriated, and transformed
the burdens and possibilities of
the past. Nelson explores the
work of a circle of Okinawan
storytellers, ethnographers,
musicians, and dancers deeply
engaged with the legacies of a
brutal Japanese colonial era,
the almost unimaginable
devastation of the Pacific War,
and a long American military
occupation that still casts its
shadow over the islands. The
ethnographic research that
Nelson conducted in Okinawa
in the late 1990s—and his
broader effort to understand
Okinawans’ critical and
creative struggles—was
inspired by his first visit to the
islands in 1985 as a lieutenant
in the U.S. Marine Corps.
Nelson analyzes the practices
of specific performers, showing
how memories are recalled,
bodies remade, and actions
rethought as Okinawans work
through fragments of the past
in order to reconstruct the
fabric of everyday life. Artists
such as the popular Okinawan
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

actor and storyteller Fujiki
Hayato weave together genres
including Japanese stand-up
comedy, Okinawan celebratory
rituals, and ethnographic
studies of war memory,
encouraging their audiences to
imagine other ways to live in
the modern world. Nelson
looks at the efforts of
performers and activists to
wrest the Okinawan past from
romantic representations of
idyllic rural life in the Japanese
media and reactionary
appropriations of traditional
values by conservative
politicians. In his consideration
of eisā, the traditional dance
for the dead, Nelson finds a
practice that reaches beyond
the expected boundaries of
mourning and commemoration,
as the living and the dead come
together to create a moment in
which a new world might be
built from the ruins of the old.
The Culture of Japanese
Fascism - Alan Tansman
2010-07-01
This bold collection of essays
demonstrates the necessity of
understanding fascism in
cultural terms rather than only
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or even primarily in terms of
political structures and events.
Contributors from history,
literature, film, art history, and
anthropology describe a
culture of fascism in Japan in
the decades preceding the end
of the Asia-Pacific War. In so
doing, they challenge past
scholarship, which has
generally rejected descriptions
of pre-1945 Japan as fascist.
The contributors explain how a
fascist ideology was diffused
throughout Japanese culture
via literature, popular culture,
film, design, and everyday
discourse. Alan Tansman’s
introduction places the essays
in historical context and
situates them in relation to
previous scholarly inquiries
into the existence of fascism in
Japan. Several contributors
examine how fascism was
understood in the 1930s by, for
example, influential theorists,
an antifascist literary group,
and leading intellectuals
responding to capitalist
modernization. Others explore
the idea that fascism’s solution
to alienation and exploitation
lay in efforts to beautify work,
discourses-of-the-vanishing-modernity-phantasm-japan

the workplace, and everyday
life. Still others analyze the
realization of and limits to
fascist aesthetics in film,
memorial design, architecture,
animal imagery, a military
museum, and a national
exposition. Contributors also
assess both manifestations of
and resistance to fascist
ideology in the work of
renowned authors including
the Nobel-prize-winning
novelist and short-story writer
Kawabata Yasunari and the
mystery writers Edogawa
Ranpo and Hamao Shirō. In the
work of these final two, the
tropes of sexual perversity and
paranoia open a new
perspective on fascist culture.
This volume makes Japanese
fascism available as a critical
point of comparison for
scholars of fascism worldwide.
The concluding essay models
such work by comparing
Spanish and Japanese fascisms.
Contributors. Noriko Aso,
Michael Baskett, Kim Brandt,
Nina Cornyetz, Kevin M. Doak,
James Dorsey, Aaron Gerow,
Harry Harootunian, Marilyn
Ivy, Angus Lockyer, Jim
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Reichert, Jonathan Reynolds,
Ellen Schattschneider, Aaron
Skabelund, Akiko Takenaka,
Alan Tansman, Richard
Torrance, Keith Vincent,
Alejandro Yarza
The Culture of Japanese
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Fascism - Alan Tansman
2009-04-13
Focusing on Japan, scholars of
history, literature, film, art
history, and anthropology
demonstrate the necessity of
understanding fascisms
cultural manifestations.
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